SMARTER, FASTER, STRONGER!

Optimum results through innovative solutions
optimale resultaten door
innovatieve oplossingen

www.lely.com
innovators in agriculture

SMARTER

Innovative forage harvesting

FASTER

Bad quality forage, or a shortage of forage may
affect the financial results of a farm a great
deal. After all, extra food then needs to be
bought to ensure a good production of milk
or meat. It is particularly the time required for
harvesting grass that is decisive for the forage
quality.
For that reason Lely’s efforts in forage
harvesting over the past few years have
focussed on output. This is only logical,
considering the strong growth of most farms.
Your mower, tedder and rake have to cope with
the quantity of grass that you want to harvest.
Varying farm sizes and field conditions require
a broad range of grassland equipment. Lely
offers a wide choice of mowers, tedders and
rakes to meet the requirements of end users
in an optimum way. All Lely machines have an
intelligent yet simple design so that they can
always be easily operated. This is evident by
the innovative approach of the Lely engineers.
The exhaustive testing programme to which the
machines are subjected guarantees reliability
and sustainability. Lely offers the right solution
to each and every cattle farmer to ensure
effective forage harvesting both now and in the
future.

Live Life Lely

STRONGER

Lely Splendimo - safe, secure and simple knife change
The easiest way to change
mower knives: the Splendimo
Clip System. It combines the
ease of a quick clip locking
with the simplicity of a regular
pin fixation. Each time a knife
is changed, the knife pin is
properly checked so that any
wear is spotted in time. Safety
first!

Lely Splendimo Classic

1.65-3.2m

Lateral drive mowers

Lely Splendimo M 		

2.4-8.8m

Mowers without conditioners

Lely Splendimo MC 		

2.4-8.9m

Mowers with conditioners

Lely Splendimo F FC 		

2.4-3.2m

Front mowers with or
without conditioner

Lely Splendimo PC 		

2.8-3.2m

Pull type mowers with
conditioners

Lely Lotus - faster tedding means increased output
Thanks to its special shape,
the Lely double hook tine
moves a high volume of grass
at each rotation so that a low
rotor rpm can be combined
with increased forward speeds.
This combination ensures a
substantial increase in output.
At the same time the crop is
treated gently, so that loss of
forage quality is limited.

Lely Stabilo 			

4.6-7.7m

Three point mounted tedders

Lely Lotus			
7.7-13.25m
770P-900-1020-13255 		
Trailed tedders

Lely Combi 			

3.0-6.0m

Combined tedder–rake for
three point mounting

Lely Hibiscus - better forage due to less contamination
Lely Hibiscus rakes are the
most sturdily built machines
in today’s market place. Their
construction truly stands out
from all competitive equipment.
A case in point: the A-frames
that support the rotors of the
double rotor machines. Due
to these A-frames the rakes
have an outstandingly stable
operation, which increases the
output. The Hibiscus Ro-tines
ensure clean raking as well as a
perfect swath shape.

Lely Hibiscus 425-455-485

3.20-4.75m

Three point mounted rakes

Lely Hibiscus 725-805-855
6.95-8.55m
Double rotor central delivery rakes
Lely Hibiscus 			
1315-1525-1525 vario

5.00-7.60m

Double rotor side delivery rakes

Lely Hibiscus 1015 Profi
9.20-10.20m
Double rotor central delivery rakes

